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      EXPLORE/LEARN 
 

-Be curious 
-Be open-minded 

-Be flexible 
-Don’t be afraid to 

play! 
-Persevere! 

-The “new right way” 
-Think positive! 

-Relentless mastery 
of the basics: 
*alignment 

**breathing** 
*phonation 
*resonance 
*articulation 

-Have a routine  
-Practice in a place 

where you can  
sing freely! 

-Benefits of SOVT 
-Record everything! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PERFORM 
 

-No judgement! 
-create opportunities to 

show skills: 
*recitals 
*karaoke 

*quarteting! 
-Invite an audience 

-Record, review, and 
CELEBRATE! 

 
 
 

REHEARSE 
 

-focus on phrases or 
parts of a song 
-start with less 

difficult music that 
shows your strengths  

-add difficulty as 
skills develop and 

progress 
-be intentional: 
What are you 
rehearsing? 

*optimal breathing 
*maintaining 

resonance 
*clear articulation 

without tension 
*dynamics 

*tempo/pulse 
*inflection 

*visual! 
-Record everything! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Helpful Reminders: 
-Stay patient, stay positive, acknowledge ALL successes, and remember your love of singing! 
-Understand and reinforce the basics; ask for feedback on your understanding  
-Constant self evaluation is your best friend  
-Tools to use: recorder, mirror, pitch source, metronome, straw, styrofoam cup, outside ears 
-KISS 
 
The “Basics” (aka VOCAL SKILLS): 
-Posture/Alignment    -Breathing      -Phonation     -Resonance      -Articulation      -OVP! 
 
Sample practice routine (45 min): 
-physical/vocal warmup (10-15 min) 
-vocal technique-be specific (10-15 min) 
-musical rehearsal-be intentional (15-20 min) 
-cool down (5 min) 
*set aside time to listen to recording before your next practice 
*How often?  4-5 days a week, 30-60 minutes is the ideal 
 
Most Common “issues” in our singers: 
-Alignment (tense or disengaged) 
-Breathing/breath management/breath support 
-Onset: glottal or breathy 
-compromised tone quality (generally due to tension/muscle) 
-Limited range/difficulty in passaggio 
-Lack of flexibility, agility, ease of production, endurance/stamina 
-Articulation (overdone or “squishy”) 
-Poor health, hygiene, vocal abuse 
-Poor self-image, lack of confidence 
-Lack of discipline 

  
Useful resources: 
-Vocal Production series by Betty Clipman, available from international and in past Pitch Pipes 
-Podcasts, webinars, and handouts on International website, available at: 
https://sweetadelines.com/education/voice 
-Sing, Baby, Sing (CD’s and exercise book, all of them!), by Darlene Rogers, with Dale Syverson 
and Peggy Gram 
-Guideposts to Singing, by Roland Wyatt 
-Judging Category Description Book (available online!):  
https://sweetadelines.com/sites/default/files/2019-01/JCDB%20Full%202017-
%20ONLINE%20wo%20examples%20NO%20PRINT.pdf 
-YouTube videos-there are a ton of great ones to check out! 
*More advanced: The Diagnosis and Correction of Vocal Faults, James C. McKinney 
-The Structure of Singing, Richard Miller 
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